If f £ L j(G), denote by L, the bounded operator on LAG) defined by L,x = / * x (where * denotes convolution).
An important property of A(G) is that it is precisely the set of functions of the form x *y" where x, y £ L 2(G) [3, p. 218].
Let VN(G) denote the von Neumann algebra on L JG) generated by the oper- A linear functional 772 satisfying (iii) will be called invariant.
If G is Abelian with dual group G then A(G) is isomorphic to L y(G) and It is immediate that 272 is a mean. We show that 222 is invariant.
Let 7 e VN(G), u £ P. Since u(e) = 1 we have u8 =8 and hence 222(2.7) = <277, 8e) = (T, u8e) = <7, 8J = 272(7).
Thus 272 is invariant.
To show uniqueness suppose that 272 is an invariant mean on VN(G). Let
and hence <5 7 = 772(7)7. But then since 277' is invariant and 5 £ P,
772 ' (7) = 272 ' (8e 7) = 272 ' (m(T)l) =722(7), which proves uniqueness.
Remarks. 1. It is easy to show that in this case, 272 is a faithful normal trace on VN(G) so that VN(G) is a finite von Neumann algebra.
2. If G is Abelian and discrete, G is compact and it is well known that in this case L^G) has a unique invariant mean, namely the Haar integral.
The general case.
A useful aid to the study of amenability is the concept of "convergence to invariance". We introduce a similar idea and show its relationship to the existence of invariant means.
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Using this result we can prove This contradicts the fact that u = vu. Hence G is discrete.
We now consider the problem of uniqueness. Specifically we want to show that if G is nondiscrete then there is more than one invariant mean on VN(G). We commence by establishing some properties of the dual space VN(G)*.
In [ We can now prove our main result. 
